
NEXT MEETING: 

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 2015  

Dinner  - 6:30  PM   *   Guest Speaker  - 7:00 PM 

VILLAGE INN, At Bridgeport Village  *  17070 SW 72ND AVENUE, Tualatin, OR 97062  
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MINUTES OF THE MT. HOOD DOBERMAN PINSCHER CLUB 

Wednesday, December 17, 2014  -  Village Inn, Tualatin, OR 

Members Present: Karen Langlois, Linda Zaeske, Nancy Thorson, Donna Kemp, Joan Johnson, Dawn Danner, Paula 
Ratoza, , Deb Hoffner, Laura Taylor, Martha Machuca, Gail Veterino, Ken Ray, Kathryne Rasmussen, Vivienne Boogaard, 
Kathie and Sophia Condon, Deneen Hayward, Ann Strader, Teresa Ritchey and Ellen Hanley. Guests: Andrew and Kathy Koren  
 
Meeting called to order by President Dawn Danner at 7:19 p.m. 
 
President’s Report: Dawn sadly reported the passing of Naomi Shorr. Naomi was a founding member of MHDPC and 
served as President, show chair, and numerous other positions in her many years in MHDPC, as we as with the DPCA. It was 
moved by Ellen and seconded by Joan to dedicate our January show to Naomi. Dawn and Joan volunteered to work on a memori-
al poster for the show, Nancy is checking on a memorial page for the catalog. 
 
Secretary’s Report: It is time to collect dues. Many members have already paid. Donna will send out another email re-
minder. Dues are: Households - $30.  Individual and associate - $20.  Juniors - $10.   Please mail to the club at: MHDPC P.O. 
Box 1381 Oregon City, OR 97045.We also had a lovely thank you letter from Animal Aid for our recent donation. (they work at 
our agility trials) 
 
Treasurer’s Report: Ellen Hanley reported that we are solvent. We had only minor expenses this month. There were sev-
eral suggestions on how to use the money to benefit Doberman Pinschers.   
 
Committee Reports: 

Health: Dawn reported that our health day with Dr. Wood at his new facility went off smoothly.  We tested eleven 
dogs and were done by 1:00.  Our next clinic will be in June, 2015. Watch the newsletter for more information later this 
spring. 

 
Conformation –  
Rose City -Nancy Thorson reports that the Rose City show is right on schedule. Parking requests and tables for awards and 

lunch were discussed. Judges will be Conformation: Adrian Woodfork and Sweepstakes: Debbie Peterson. (a new mem-
ber of MHDPC!)  Gail Veterino is bringing a stand for the Naomi poster.  Deb Hoffner will conduct a 50/50 raffle with 
some interesting twists! Bring your cash! 

Stumptown in July – Conformation judge will be Mimi Brown. We still need a sweepstakes judge. The obedience trial will 
be Dobermans only, Paula will help! 
 
Agility: Our Jan 30- Feb 1 Obed/ Agility trial is ready to go.  The Agility judges are Mark Upshaw 
and Karen Wlodarski.  
 
Obedience – the obedience trial associated with the Jan/February Agility trial is good to go.  
 
Election of new members- MHDPC  is happy to welcome new members Debbie Petersen, Linda 
Hodges and Andrew and Kathy Koran! We hope to have pictures of our new members in the newslet-
ter soon. 
 
Old Business: WAE.  Ellen has determined that our last WAE was in 2013.  We don ’t not need 
to have one this year, but we will next year. 
New Business: 
 
 Nomination of judges the 2016 National Specialty. After some discussion, it was moved by Deneen 
and seconded by Vivienne that MHDPC nominate Dawn Danner as the conformation judge for the 
2016 National Specialty.  Motions passed.  It was further nominated by Deneen and seconded by Ken 
that MHDPC nominate Elaine Hopper as the Futurity judge. Motion passed. 
 
It was moved by Ken and seconded by Paula that the meeting adjourn. Approved. The meeting was 
adjourned at 7:49. 

 
Respectfully submitted, 
Donna Kemp, Secretary, MHDPC 
 
Note: Our December meeting is our holiday party! We had twenty two members present and had a grand time opening and 
“stealing” presents. We had wreaths, dog blankets, art work, wine, all kinds of toys, lots of treats, Doberman ornaments, and lots 
of fun. 

 

Any views or opinions 
conveyed in this 
newsletter are not 
necessarily those of 
the Board or Officers 
of MHDPC nor its 
members or Editor. 

MHDPC and its mem-
bers are not responsi-
ble for claims made, 
and make no endorse-
ments, warranties or 
guarantees regarding 
animals or products 
advertised in this 
Newsletter. 

This month’s cover girl is Susan and Scott Lyter’s girl, Black’s Chantilly Lace V Rogue River, going  Winner’s Bitch at 
this years Rose City Classic!     
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GUEST SPEAKERS AT UPCOMING CLUB MEETINGS 

 

 

 

We are excited to have Dr. Mandi Blackwelder, DVM from Healing Arts Animal Care join our meeting and talk about Veterinary 
Acupuncture, Rehabilitation, Physical Training and Athletic Conditioning for dogs! 

 
ACUPUNCTURE  is a medical art developed over 2,000 years ago. The acu-
puncturist places needles at specific sites on the body called acupuncture points, and 
may also incorporate hands-on techniques to facilitate the healing process. 

 

REHABILITATION is movement and strengthening of joints and muscles for 
the purpose of better structural support. There are several modalities including physi-
oball/balance discs, cavaletti poles, joint mobilization, mat work, electrical stimula-
tion/TENS, massage, stretching, ultrasound, laser therapy, and underwater treadmill 
therapy. 

 

PHYSICAL THERAPY will hasten recovery as well as insure a greater chance 
of full return to function than surgery alone. In cases where surgery is not an option, 
physical therapy helps keep the muscles in optimum condition to best support the pet 
with ongoing condition. 

 

ATHLETIC CONDITIONING  Just as human athletes need endurance and strength related to their sport, so do dogs. Con-
ditioning your athlete improves performance, turns, timing, endurance and prevents injuries. 

 

To learn more about these modalities, and Dr. Blackwelder, visit www.HealingArtsAnimalCare.com.  Bring your questions to the 
meeting!! 

 

The agenda for the February meeting is as follows:  Dinner  -  6:30pm; Dr. Blackwelder  -  7:00pm; Brief club meeting to follow Dr. 
Blackwelder’s presentation 

 

 

 

 

 

Mark your calendars for our April club meeting as we are pleased to be bringing in reproductive specialist, Dr. Cheryl Lopate! 

 

Dinner  - 6:30pm; Dr. Lopate  - 7:00pm; Brief  club meeting to follow Dr. Lopate’s presentation. 

FEBRUARY 18, 2014 

APRIL 15, 2014 
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  RISING STARS 
CONFORMATION 

 

                                   DOG’S NAME 
POINTS / MAJORS     OWNER(S) NAME                                   SIRE / DAM 
  
  
  4  /   0                              Sunset NW Epic Adventure (“EPIC”)             GCH Sherlucks North by Northwest V Olympic Cove x  

                                           Dawn Danner         CH Sunset Gotta B DeJavu    

 

  8  /   0                              Black’s Chantilly Lace  V Rogue River           Int Ehrens & CH Rogue River Lightning Strikes ROM CD RAE  

    Susan & Scott Lyter, Susan Black       CGC TT RM REX RAX RNX    x  Black’s Myzzzzztic  

          Topazzzz RN CGC, ASCA RA 

 

   3  /   0                              Sunset NW Passage V Sherlyck  (“ASPEN”)   GCH Sherlucks North by Northwest V Olympic Cove x  

                                            Kathryn & Will Rasmussen, Dawn Danner,       CH Sunset Gotta B DeJavu    

                                            Faye Strauss 

                                          

 
OBEDIENCE 

 

                          DOG’S NAME 
LEGS / TITLE    OWNER(S) NAME                                   SIRE / DAM 
  
  1           PN             Int Ehrens & Am Ch Rogue River Lightning Strikes                         GCH Bruda The Artist Is Courbet 
                                 ROM CD RAE BN CGC, TT, ASCA RM REX RAX RNX                Rogue River Just Push Play CD RE BN 
                                 Scott & Susan Lyter                                                                                 ASCA CD RA 
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MHDPC JANUARY OBEDIENCE/RALLY TRIAL A HUGE SUCCESS 

By Paula Ratoza 

 Thanks to better promoting and word of mouth, our second obedience/rally trial that kicked off our Superbowl weekend 
agility trial had nearly double the entries as last year. 
 

 I arrived at the fairgrounds late Thursday afternoon to set up the two rings.  After I assembled about half the ring gates, 
Linda Hodges and Debbie Petersen showed up and graciously helped me with the rest.  When the agility equipment trailer arrived, 
we unloaded most of the agility equipment to get to the ring netting, tables, and tape measure that we needed to set up our rings.  
During the trial, Linda and Debbie worked at the rally ring while Nancy Thorson worked at the obedience ring. 
 

 Curt Curtis judged obedience and Theresa Temple judged rally.  They couldn’t have been nicer.  They kept a positive atti-
tude all morning and put many nervous exhibitors at ease.  Not only after the trial on Friday, but throughout the weekend, exhibi-
tors went out of their way to express their positive comments about our judges and our trial.  Everyone who talked to me said they 
looked forward to the trial next year. 
 

 Several obedience exhibitors were happy, earning UDX legs, OTCH points, and the necessary 1st Placement towards their 
OTCH. 
 

 In rally we had a phenomenal 98% Q rate.  Even better, we had a 100% Q rate with our Dobermans.  
 

Doberman rally Q’s 
Novice A 
1st Place - Azotar’s Full Throttle by Ch Montwood Arista’s Texas 
Hold’em – Azotar’s Chutes and Ladders, owned by Rochelle Grothaus 
 

Novice B 
1st Place - Azotar’s Incredible Too by Ch Montwood Arista’s Texas 
Hold’em – Azotar’s Chutes and Ladders, owned by Paula Ratoza 
 

Advance A 
4th Place – Hidden Acres Magic Jedi Princess v Wyndem by Ch Ravens-
wood Azure Sky – Ch Hidden Acres Magical Victory, owned by Stepha-
nie Whitchurch and George Youngren 
 

Excellent B 
High Rally Doberman – Tucker, owned by Kathy and Andrew Koren 
Azotar’s Red Rover Red Rover by Ch Wyndem’s Knight’s Quest – Mach 
2 Wyndem’s Brain Storm, owned by Antoinette Ratoza and Paula Ratoza 
GCh Electron N Foxfire’s Easily the King by Ch Foxfire Tak’N It All – 
GCh Foxfire’s Easily Stellar V Electron, owned by Martha Machuca and 
Teresa Ross 
Wittrock’s Cebazzzzz by Wittrock’s Zzzzzaaron – Wittrock’s Psychedel-
ic Flashback, owned by Jaimie Wittrock and Warren and Bonnie 
Wittrock 
 

Of the seven Dobermans entered in rally, four are owned by club 
members.  Our breed is one of the most intelligent dogs in the world and 
has such a wonderful working attitude, I would love to see more club 
members participate in our next rally trial. 

 

Congratulations and a big thank you to all our exhibitors.  They 
are the reason we will keep having our trials. 
 

And thank you to everyone who came out and helped.  We 
couldn’t have done it without you. 
 

Paula Ratoza’s Dash showing her heeling style in 
the Novice B Ring 
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MT. HOOD DOBERMAN PINSCHER CLUB SPECIALTY SHOW RESULTS 

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 18, 2015 

SWEEPSTAKES CLASSES – Judge Mrs. Debbie Petersen 
 

6-9 Mon. Puppy Dogs:- 1 – Wingate’s Like a Rock, owners Jo Marie Brauner, Walter Brauner 
 
6-9 Mon. Puppy Bitches:- 1 – Tarma’s Berlin Bombshell, owners Sherry Adams, Leslie Batchelder, Stephanie Batchelder 
 

Best Puppy in Sweepstakes:  Wingate’s Like a Rock 
Grand Sweepstakes Winner:  Wingate’s Like a Rock 

 
 

REGULAR CLASSES – Judge Mr. Adrian W. Woodfork 
 

6-9 Mon. Puppy Dogs:   1 – Wingate’s Like a Rock 
 
Bred-by-Exhibitor Dogs:  - 1 – Ravensown Who’s Got The Luck O The Irish @ Foxfire, owner Kim Owen 
 
American-Bred Dogs:- 1 – Sunset NW Epic Adventure, owner Dawn Danner 
 
Open Dogs Black:- 1 – Ravensown My Way or the Highway, owners Kim Owen, Eva Nielsen 
 

WINNERS DOG:  Ravensown My Way or the Highway 
 

12-18 Mon. Bitches:- 1 - Foxfire’s Alltimate Encore, owner Michelle Santana 
 
Bred-by-Exhibitor Bitches:- 1 – Ravensown Missundazstood @ Foxfire, owners Kim Owen, Michelle Santana 
 
Open Bitches Black:- 1 – Rena’ssance Romancing the Stone, owners Wayne & Bellinda Rossmiller 
 
Open Bitches AOAC:- 1 – Holmruns Summer Holiday, owners Brian Beard, Natasha Beard, Cherie Holmes 
 

WINNERS BITCH:  Foxfire’s Alltimate Encore 
RESERVE WINNERS BITCH:  Rena’ssance Romancing the Stone 

 
Veteran Bitch 7-9 Years:- 1 – Holmrun’s Really Truly Mine NW1 RE ROM, owners Mark & Donna Kemp 
 

Best Doberman Pinscher: CH GCH Foxfire’s Seaside Heights, owners Debi Sternberg, Ken Ray, Michelle Santana 
Best of Opposite Sex: CH GCH Holmrun’s Really Truly Mine 

Best of Winners:  Foxfire’s Alltimate Encore 
Best Puppy in Puppy Classes:  Foxfire’s Alltimate Encore 

Best Bred-by-Exhibitor:  Ravensown Missundazstood @ Foxfire 
Best Veteran Bitch:  Holmrun’s Really Truly Mine 

Award of Merit:  CH Foxfire N Icon Gotta Lotta Moxie, owners P & N Besand, T Ross, M Santana, S St. John 
 

JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP COMPETITION:   Judge Mr. Adrian W. Woodfork 
 

Novice Junior:  Aurora Loya 
Open Intermediate:  Breanna Imler 
Open Senior:  Mariana Gonzales 

Best Junior Handler:  Mariana Gonzales 
 

OBEDIENCE ENTRIES:  Judge Mr. Christopher Cornell 
Beginner Novice B Class: 
1 – GCH CH Electron ‘N Foxfire’s Easily the King, CD RN CGC, owners Martha Machuca, Teresa Ross 
 

RALLY ENTRIES:  Judge Mrs. Chris A Primmer 
Rally Advanced B:   
1 – GCH CH Caryola’s Perfect Obsession, AXJ CA ROM RN RE AX XF, owners Linda & Tom Hodges, Debbie Petersen 
Rally Excellent B: 
1 – GCH CH Caryola’s Perfect Obsession 
 

Highest Combined Score in Advanced B & Excellent B Classes  - GCH CH Caryola’s Perfect Obsession 
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Naomi Shorr first became involved in the “Dog World” in the early 80’s when she bought her first Doberman Pincher, Saber.  She 
learned how to show him in both confirmation and obedience and loved traveling to and spending time at dog shows.   Naomi’s 
passion grew to the point she began breeding Dobermans, resulting in several American and Canadian Champions.   

 

Some of her memorable accomplishments and beloved dogs include Ch. Foxhaven Madison Avenue, a Top 20 Bitch winning an 
Award of Merit at the Doberman National and multiple Best in Shows.  In 1993, Ch. Foxhaven Aspen Summer won Best of Breed 
at the Doberman Pincher Club of America’s National Specialty breeder, owner handled by Naomi herself.  This was such a 
memory to her that she still has the dress she wore that day hanging in her closet and the trophies on display in the lobby of her 

business.   

 

Naomi was heavily involved in the ad-
ministrative side of dogs as well, devel-
oping many friendships through her par-
ticipation in several dog clubs.  She was 
a charter member of the Mount Hood 
Doberman Pincher Club and held every 
office in this club including show chair-
woman.  She also held offices in the 
Tualatin Kennel Club and the Doberman 
Pincher Club of America and was an 
AKC delegate representing the club.   

Naomi later became a licensed AKC 
judge qualified to judge Dobermans, 
Boxers, Rottweilers, Dalmatians, and 
Junior Showmanship-All Breeds.   

 

Naomi’s love of dogs transformed her 
working career in 1986 when she built, 
owned and operated Laurel Acres Ken-
nels. She achieved great success in busi-
ness as she had in all facets of her life.  
Yet, her dog life always took a back seat 
to her 3 children and her number one joy 
of quality time being “Nana” to her eight 
grandchildren. 

 

If you knew Naomi, you will always 
remember her sense of humor, witty one
-liners and laughter. 

 

 

*   *   *   *   *   *   *   * 

I was a newcomer from Colorado in November, 1988, when I met her at her boarding kennel where we were boarding my dogs 
until we could move into our new home.  She was planning an upcoming litter of Dobes – and I was looking for a red girl that 
could become a Champion.  The little whelped on September 14, 1989, and one of the puppies – Foxhaven Aspen Summer – be-
came that girl.  I kept a co-ownership with Naomi on her so she could be shown in Bred-by-Exhibitor classes.Naomi handled Sum-
mer in all of the shows we entered until she became a Champion.  She took Summer to her first Best of Breed and Group 1 at 6 
months of age.  A few weeks later Summer took her second Best of Breed and again Group 1 – still at 6 months of age. 

Summer took us on a roller coaster ride we couldn’t have anticipated.  It was strictly gorass roots.  Naomi and I had so many ad-
ventures together when we took Summer to shows.  Naomi’s crowning achievement in Dobes was winning Best of Breed with 
Summer at the Doberman National Show in 1993 – with Naomi handling Summer.I can’t begin to tell you everything we did to-
gether but we had fun, laughs and not a few tears.  Iwill always treasure my Foxhaven Dobes – Summer, “Jed” Foxhaven Hot Sum-
mer Night, Foxhaven Jasmine and finally “Rosie” Foxhaven Last Rose of Summer with Naomi handling and me cheering them on.   

I will miss Naomi. 

Joan Johnson 
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As I look back on the years I shared a special friendship with her, I can't help but focus on "who" she was - and trying to put that into 
words is just near impossible.   
 
She was an honest to God "character".  If I had to describe Naomi Schorr in one word  - that just might be the one I'd use.  She never 
fit into any kind of what I'd call a "normal" mold and that's what made her so interesting.   So likeable.  So downright loveable. 
 
She had a legendary sense of humor....peppered with a sharp wit, and a penchant for playful sarcasm.   And when she was in that 
mode, she absolutely commanded your attention and it all came so natural to her.  It was in her DNA, I think, to look at the world 
and to evaluate it with a smile on her face. 
 
That smile.  Someone posted a picture of her on Facebook last week - wearing a wide brimmed hat, sunglasses - and the biggest, 
brightest, LOVING smile - a smile that, knowing Naomi, you would recognize as hers anywhere.   
 
She loved life.  She loved to have fun.  Even the serious things in her life, I think, were considered by her with a smile, if not on her 
face, then surely in her heart.  Everytime I ever saw her, and her smile, she seemed to be literally beaming with happiness - from the 
inside out. 
 
She was smart as a whip, articulate, dedicated, involved, reliable and fair.  She loved what she loved with a passion to end all pas-
sions. She was brave and courageous  - willing to take a stand for what she believed was right - no matter the consequences.  She'd 
do anything for a friend - even tell them a hard truth....and she always managed to do it in a kind, loving way.  
 
She was a LADY.  She was always considerate.  She had a kind heart. She cared about people.  She never went out of her way to be 
cantankerous or mean for the sake of mean.   
 
She was genuine.  I mean - to a fault kind of genuine.  She made no bones about who she was....she 'owned' her true self.  I'm sure 
that's one of the reasons she was always smiling, always looking for the best in people and always sure it was going to be easy to 
find. 
 
The ones she loved - family, friends and her animals....were loved unconditionally and I think, powerfully.   Nothing on this planet - 
or any other planet, I'd bet - would be able to come between her and Hal, her and the kids, her and the grandkids - or her and the ani-
mals. Nothing was more important to her than family, friends and the animals - nothing.  And her whole life, she showed them in 
word and deed - just what they meant to her.  Anyone who was lucky enough to be loved by her - was, indeed, LUCKY ENOUGH. 
 
It is unbelievable to me that she is gone.  That such a vibrant human being - so full of life - so willing to be who she was....so much 
fun - such a 'character' - is gone from us.   
 
I will miss her forever.  And every time I think of her over the coming years, I will remember how special she was...how she touched 
peoples' lives; how she loved what she loved; how she was always willing to give a little something more of herself.   I'll "see" that 
smile, and hear that laugh of hers - the one that came up from the depths of her soul and just took over the moment.  
 
I'll think about the things we shared as friends and I'll be forever grateful that I found her.  That we met.  That she called me a 
friend.   
 
....and as hard as it is, I will be thankful to God above that Naomi left us while she was having fun - and  surrounded by those she 
loved most in the world.  She deserved nothing less. 
 
She was an incredible human being with an enviable soul.  I loved her.  Hell, who wouldn't?  
 
She's on to her "next adventure" now.... smiling that smile, I'm sure - as she adjusts those wings and tries to set that damned halo on 
straight. 
 
Peace be with her family. 
 
Cheri McNealy 
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ORT DOBERMAN STYLE 

By Paula Ratoza 

 The Order Recognition Test is the certification process qualifying a dog to enter a Nosework trial.  Just like an AKC tracking 
test that has limited space and time, entry numbers are limited and waiting lists are long. 
 
 Like AKC obedience, rally, and agility, Nosework has three levels of difficulty in their trials.  After the dog passes the third 
level, it can then go on to earn more advanced titles. 
 
 Nosework1 (NW1) is the beginning level.  A dog must successfully find the birch odor in multiple tests in one day to earn 
the NW1 title. 
 
 Nosework2 (NW2) is the second level.  A dog must successfully find the birch and anise odors in multiple tests in one day to 
earn the NW2 title. 
 
 Nosework3 (NW3) is the third level.  A dog must successfully find the birch, anise, and clove odors in multiple tests in one 
day to earn the NW3 title. 
 
 A couple of my students at Baebea’s Dog Training decided to enter their Dobermans in the ORT held in La Center, WA on 
Jan 3, 2015.  Not wanting to be left behind in the dust, I entered two dogs, also.  We entered our dogs on all three odors. 
 
 A little over a week before the test, I emailed the testing coordinator to inform her that my female was in season.  Not a prob-
lem.  Just like at an AKC tracking test, hormonal females are allowed to participate, but at the end of the day. 
 
 The schedule was emailed a few days before the test.  Lambert, Azotar’s Red Rover Red Rover CD RA AX MXJ MJB XF 
T2B CA, was in the morning group.  DashDash, Azotar’s Incredible Too, was in the afternoon group.  A handler cannot have more 
than one dog in each group because they are not allowed to know where the odor is ahead of time so they don’t inadvertently lead the 
dog to the odor.  To avoid communicating the location of the odor, we were not allowed to watch anybody in the same group our dogs 
were entered in and we could not have the same person video record more than one working dog. 
 
 I left the house wearing clothes I just took out of the dryer.  Waiting in the car was a new pair of shoes I bought the day be-
fore.  My goal was to have no DashDash odors that would distract Lambert. 
 
 At 7:30, I arrived at the school where the ORT took place. I checked in Lambert and hung out with other dog owners until 
the briefing.  The first ORT that morning was with Clove.  Over 20 dogs were entered.  When the coordinator asked how many of us 
were participating in our first ORT, I was the only person to raise my hand.  Apparently, normal people enter the birch ORT only, and 
after they pass they enter their dog in a Nosework1 trial.  Then they enter the anise ORT and enter a Nosework2 trial.  Then they enter 
the clove ORT.  Hence, the rolled eyes in my direction and the many “really” and “why are you here?”’s. 
 
 One by one people entered the building with their dog.  We told the escort our dog’s name. She announced the dog’s name to 
the judge when she escorted us into the cafeteria where the test took place. 
 
 There were two rows of six plain white boxes on the floor.  Two orange cones were about six feet away from the first boxes.  
When we passed between the two orange cones our time started.  The dog had three minutes to communicate which box contained the 
odor. 
 
 I walked Lambert into the center of the room.  The entire walk seemed to stretch for miles as Lambert bounced, spun, and 
spit.  I told him to sit in front of the cones to get some kind of control before we started.  Walking between the cones I told Lambert to 
“find it.”  His bouncing continued.  The side of my leg quickly became wet from his drool as he poked me with his muzzle.  And then 
he tried to mount me.  So much for the clean clothes and new shoes theory.  For nearly a minute – bounce, bounce, drool, chatter, 
mount.  In my most authoritative, yet happy, voice I would repeat “we’re working.” 
 
 Having put CD’s and CDX’s on multiple dogs, I knew by experience that three minutes is agonizingly long.  And we had a 
long way to go before we timed out.  Finally, Lambert turned away from me and stepped on a box.  With relief I called “alert.”  He 
missed the odor.  It was in the box we passed before he alerted.  But, now I knew how his brain was working that day.  When the last 
dog finished the clove ORT, the coordinator graciously announced that every dog except one passed.  I can honestly say it was not 
handler error. 
 
 About 15 dogs were entered in the anise ORT.  As I’m waiting my turn, a handler came up to me and showed me her dog’s 
time.  He found the anise odor in sixty-five seconds.  She proudly told me that her dog had the time to beat.  I congratulated her while 
I silently thought to myself that I didn’t think I could last sixty-five seconds with Lambert. 
 
Cont’d…. 
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ORT DOBERMAN STYLE—cont’d. 

 We were led back into the cafeteria with twelve more boxes laid out in two rows in a different part of the room.  I took a 
deep breath and told Lambert to “find it” as I walked him between the cones.  For more than fifty seconds – bounce, bounce, drool, 
chatter, mount.  Then Lambert stepped on a box.  I told him “good working” and led him to the next box.  I walked him past all the 
boxes and when he came to the one that was in front of the box he first stepped on, he pounced on it with both feet.  I called 
“alert.”  The judge immediately said “yes”.  His time was less than fifty-seven seconds.  I gave Lambert his toy and took him out to 
the car where I aimed the heater vents at my leg to dry the drool. 
 
 The last ORT was birch.  When the escort approached me, I told her Lambert’s name.  She immediately said, “we know 
who he is.”  We passed between the cones and again, for more than fifty seconds – bounce, bounce, drool, chatter, mount.  Lambert 
stepped on a box.  I told him “good working” and led him past the rest of the boxes. Coming full circle, he pounced on the box in 
front of the original box.  “Alert.”  “Yes.”  “Thank God.”  Less than 59 seconds. 
 
 I took Lambert home and put DashDash in the car.  Knowing she couldn’t participate until the end of the day I didn’t rush.  
When I parked at the school I learned both my students already took their dogs through the clove ORT.  Tucker, Tucker CD RA 
OA OAJ NF, owned by Kathy and Andrew Koren, Mount Hood Doberman Pinscher Club members, passed in less than fifteen 
seconds.  Jedi, Hidden Acres Magic Jedi Princess v Wyndem RA, owned by Stephanie Whitchurch and George Youngren, took 
less than twelve seconds. 
 
 In the anise ORT, Stephanie misread Jedi’s cue and alerted to the wrong box.  While Tucker was searching, the ice maker 
kicked on.  Tucker knew that was absolutely not supposed to happen while he was working.  Kathy calmly got his focus back.  
Tucker alerted to the odor in less than ninety seconds. 
 
 Next the birch ORT.  Giving Kathy and Stephanie a pep talk, I told them to trust their dog.  If in doubt, lead them pass all 
the boxes again and listen to what the dog is trying to communicate.  Tucker found the odor in less than nineteen seconds.  Jedi 
found hers in less than twelve seconds. 
 
 When all the dogs were finished, it was DashDash’s turn.  She started with the birch ORT because the boxes were still in 
place.  I walked in the cafeteria on my two legs to the orange cones.  DashDash also walked in on two legs, pulling, whining and 
coughing.  Just like with Lambert, I made her sit in front of the orange cones to get her to focus.  I told her to “find it” and stepped 
towards the first box on the left.  She dragged me to it before she shoved it out of the way with her nose.  She jumped to the second 
box, sniffed deeply, and knocked it out of the line also.  She passed up the next two boxes and tried to work the fifth box open, 
using both her mouth and front paws.  I called “alert.”  The judge said “yes.”  Less than thirteen seconds. 
 
 Another female in season ran through the birch ORT and then they set up the anise for DashDash.  Again, she pulled me 
into the center of the room with her front paws more than a foot off the ground.  I sat her and told her to “find it.”  She ran to the 
first box on the left, crossed to the second line and tried to open the fifth box on the right.  I called “alert.”  Good girlie.  Less than 
seven seconds. 
 DashDash only had one lesson with the clove in class.  I worked her at home once because she would have been too dis-
tracting to the males to go to class.  She wasn’t quite sure of her job.  She sniffed a couple boxes then tried to check out a garbage 
can.  Sniffed a couple more then tried to lead me to another garbage can.  As she dragged me to something she spotted on the floor, 
her head whipped back and she changed directions.  In her rambling, she kicked boxes out of line and they were scattered all over 
the floor.  She zeroed in on a box and tried to shove her nose inside of it.  I called “alert.”  Those thirty-nine seconds actually 
seemed longer than Lambert’s fifty-nine seconds. 
 
 All in all, a very satisfying day.  Four Dobermans, ten out of twelve passes. 

 

 

Dash searches for Anise 

Odor during training class. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jedi very close to the Anise 

Odor during her vehicle search in  

training class. 
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NorthStar VETS Performs Groundbreaking Surgery on 

Doberman Pinscher  
- Cervical Disc Arthroplasty relieves painful compression of the spinal cord by opening disc space with an artificial 

implant -  

January 20, 2015 07:00 AM Eastern Standard Time  

ROBBINSVILLE, N.J.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Berlin, a seven-year-old female Doberman Pinscher, had a history of 

cervical intervertebral disc disease (wobbler syndrome). Wobbler syndrome is a serious neurologic disease of the 

cervical spine, in which the spinal cord and/or nerve roots are compressed, leading to limb weakness, muscle loss in 

the shoulders, and neck pain. It is commonly seen in large-breed dogs. When Berlin did not respond well to medical 

management with anti-inflammatory and pain medications, she was referred by her primary care veterinarian to the 

specialists at NorthStar VETS (NSV).  

“After reviewing all of the therapeutic options, the pet owner and medical team decided to move forward with a 

revolutionary new procedure called cervical disc arthroplasty (artificial disc placement),” said specialist Melissa 

Logan, DVM, DACVIM (Neurology). “During the surgery, the intervertebral disc is partially removed and an artificial 

disc is placed, thereby mimicking the function of a healthy disc and allowing normal movement of the joint.”  

NorthStar VETS is the only specialty hospital in the New Jersey/Pennsylvania region with specialists qualified to 

perform this new procedure.  

Garrett M. Levin, DVM, DACVS, a surgical specialist at NSV, partnered with Dr. Logan during Berlin’s treatment. “The 

surgery took approximately 1½ hours,” he said. “In the past, much more invasive and more extensive procedures 

were used to treat this disorder including bone screws, plates, and other hardware. These procedures are more 

labor-intensive and time-consuming. The risk is also greater for complications due to the need for multiple surgical 

implants. We are pleased to now offer an innovative option that offers great benefits to the pet with less risk.”  

Berlin is doing well (view “after” video and radiograph). She is comfortable and is being weaned off medications. Due 

to the long-standing nature of her compression, she still has some incoordination, but along with a course of physical 

rehabilitation, the prognosis is good for her long-term comfort and quality of life.  

About NorthStar VETS  

NorthStar VETS is a nationally recognized emergency, trauma, and specialty veterinary hospital located at 315 

Robbinsville-Allentown Rd., Robbinsville, NJ, offering world-class care for dogs, cats, birds, small mammals, and 

other exotics 24/7/365. For more information, visit www.northstarvets.com or Facebook.  

 

To view “after” video and radiograph referenced above, go to the following and click on the links in the 

article:  http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20150120005183/en/NorthStar-VETS-Performs-

Groundbreaking-Surgery-Doberman-Pinscher#.VMBF_6Y77CT 

 

Contacts 

NorthStar VETS 

Phil Barnes, 609-259-8300 

Marketing Director 

pbarnes@northstarvets.com  
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The Modern-Day Fairy Tale: The Myth of Reach and Drive 

In the past, when breed type was more important than exaggeration, flash and showmanship, there was more understanding and 
acceptance of the varying trotting styles than there is today. 
 

By Kathy Lorentzen |  

Fortunate indeed are those in our sport who were 

taught by mentors who had a true foundation in animal 
husbandry and a real knowledge of working ability in 

their chosen breeds. Fifty years ago the separation 
between a dog that could easily perform its intended 

function and one that could do a lot of winning in the 
show ring was either nonexistent or quite slight. Dogs 

were often used for their created purpose during the 
week (hunting, herding, guarding, etc.), then bathed 

and brushed and taken to a dog show on the weekend. 
Breeding programs in many breeds were still based as 

much on function as they were on beauty. Dogs that 
could not perform the function for which their breed 

was originally created were not included in breeding 

programs. Working and winning went hand in hand. 

Times have changed. Look around at dog shows today 

and you will see a myriad of dogs with structure so 
opposed to the requirements of their breed standard 

and trotting movement so artificially created by manipu-
lative breeding that one must wonder how these oddly 

made dogs could ever actually go out and do a day’s 
work. In the quest to win, fanciers have in many cases 

changed the basic proportion and structure of their dogs 
away from the useful norm toward strange exaggera-

tions with unbalanced angles and bone lengths that 

produce incorrect side gaits. The long reach and high lift and kick may be eye-catching, but it is incorrect and inefficient. 

Yet so many people are captivated and fooled by this movement. "Look at that dog cover ground,” is a commonly heard phrase 

outside a show ring. But is that dog really covering ground, or is it an illusion? Further, is that dog that people think is covering 

ground even required by its breed standard to do so? 

 Form Follows Function 

The original wild dogs (wolves) had to survive on their own. They had to be a jack-of-all-trades, able to track, hunt and efficiently 

kill their prey. They excelled in sustained locomotion, having the ability to trot for very long distances with tremendous endurance. 
There was never anything exaggerated about their trotting style. They covered the maximum amount of ground with the minimum 

amount of effort, keeping their heads somewhat forward for balance and their feet close to the ground through all phases of the 

trot. This easy, free, energy-conserving gait allowed them to travel for miles in their quest to survive. Fancy? No. Efficient? Yes. 

When man domesticated wild dogs, he created breeds for a particular function, and the trotting styles of various breeds differed 

based upon the structure that was created by selection for a particular use. Dogs selected for bursts of speed, swimming, digging, 
etc., varied in the way they trotted based upon the proportion and structure that best allowed them to do their specialized work. 

Unfortunately (but necessarily) at dog shows, every breed is evaluated at the trot, but not all breeds were created to be capable of 
trotting in the same manner. In an era when breed type was more important than exaggeration, flash and showmanship, there was 

more understanding and acceptance of the varying trotting styles than there is today. 

 Movement Is Not Universal 

Today there seems to be a quest for a universal style of trotting in many breeds, and breeders have changed some of the critical 
and fundamental characteristics of their dogs in an effort to create a trotting style that draws attention by its speed, animation and 

exaggeration, regardless of the fact that the animals being produced most likely would never be capable of performing their origi-
nal function if asked to do so. While the majority of dogs produced in show breeding programs today are never required to perform 

outside the show ring, we as breeders should be charged with maintaining our breeds as they were originally intended by the peo-
ple who created them and wrote their breed standards. It is not our job to change or "improve” our breeds. Yes, of course, there is 

always something about each individual dog that we would like to change or improve, but that is far different than setting out to 

change an entire breed into something that is basically a caricature. 

Cont’d... 

A correctly built and angulated, normal-legged dog such as this one has its legs cor-
rectly under its body for support, broad quarters with strong musculature, and a long, 
low side gait that is effortless and efficient. Illustrations by Marcia Schlehr.  

http://www.dogchannel.com/authors/
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The Modern-Day Fairy Tale: The Myth of Reach and Drive 

Cont’d. 
  

There is much discussion today about "tremendous 
reach and drive” (TRAD). So many seem to think that it 

is correct, and they want to produce it even in breeds 
whose standards distinctly describe a structure that 

won’t produce long stride at the trot. So in order to 
lengthen stride on a dog, its proportions are changed. 

Square breeds are all of a sudden longer than tall. 
Slightly longer than tall breeds are longer still, and the 

length of their legs is shortened. Breeds that are sup-
posed to be "well angulated” at the shoulder and the 

hip with a pelvic slope of 30 degrees off the horizontal 
(which gives them long, low-to-the-ground stride) are 

being bred with very open angles at both ends and 
pelvises that slope only 10 degrees. This sets the legs 

of the dog far out on each end and creates a side gait 
that is all high lift in the front and big kick up behind, 

and it’s all in the air. It is this lift and kick that fools so 

many people. 

 How Dogs Move 

Dogs that are vertical at both the shoulder and the hip 
do not stand with their legs correctly under their body 

for support. They do not have the proper width of their 
quarters (which produces strong musculature) that is 

created by correct angulation. Looking at the underline 
of a dog in a breed that should have good, balanced 

angulation and width of quarters is so educational. Well-angulated dogs will be short in underline from the elbow to the knee, while 
vertical ones will be much longer. The two dogs might measure exactly the same from breastbone to point of buttocks and withers 

to ground, yet their structure will be completely different, and their method of trotting will differ also. The properly angulated dog 
will swing freely from the shoulder blade and the hip with long, low, easy strides and no wasted effort, while the vertical dog will 

stiffly "pop” from the elbow and the hip and lift the legs far too high off the ground on both ends, creating a gait that causes the dog 
a great deal of increased effort and gives it little to no endurance. The higher the legs go up in the air, the farther they have to 

come back down to contact the ground. And feet only work when they are on the ground; they have no use when they are up in 

the air. 

Long steps means long steps on the ground. Forward propulsion comes from the forceful opening of the hip, stifle and hock joints 

when the foot is on the ground. The front assembly of the dog carries the majority of its weight, and the front legs go out in front of 
the dog in motion to keep it from falling on its nose. Front legs do not reach out and "pull the ground under the dog,” as I so often 

hear said. When the dog is trotting, these muscles cannot pull; they only push. And the front leg is used for forward propulsion 
only once the leg is perpendicular under the body. Feet that stay on the ground for a long period of each stride create a far more 

efficient, useful and enduring gait than a dog whose front and rear legs hit the ground and "pop” right back up in the air. It might 
look fancy, but it is far from useful and demands great effort. Watching a dog that moves correctly should give you the impression 

of effortless balance and carriage, not struggle and hard work. But far too often today we see the hard-working dog rewarded over 

the correct one and then hear that the easy-moving dog wasn’t "asking for the win." 

 Evaluate Natural Movement 

An additional problem seen all too often today in combination with incorrect structure is the dreadful habit of dogs being shown on 

a very short, tight lead, with the head forced back over its shoulders and causing even more incorrect lift of the front legs. This 
method of handling can throw off even a well-made dog, so think of what it does to a dog lacking correct structure. Incorrectly 

made dogs most often have very poor foot timing anyway (a one, two, three, four beat rather than a two-beat trot), and having 
their heads held up and back only adds to their inefficiency. Dogs should always be allowed to put their head where they would 

carry it naturally in order for the judges to evaluate true gait, and judges should insist on dogs in their ring being gaited that way. If 

dogs fall apart when let down to navigate on their own, then they should not win. 

It is my belief that these incorrect dogs do so much winning because so many judges do not first evaluate breed type. Instead, 

they fall into the pattern of rewarding the dog that can go around the ring the fastest and fanciest, regardless of the fact that it may 
totally lack many of the critical components of breed type required in its standard. Many years ago, Anne Rogers Clark wrote 

words that every judge should live by in the ring. She instructed judges to "first choose the individuals in your ring with the best 
breed type, and then reward the soundest of those typey individuals.” If we could all strive to judge with that directive in mind, our 

breeds would be far better served in the long run. 

A dog with very open angles at both the shoulder and the hip stands with its legs far 
out on either end of its body, which does not lend correct support to the body. This 
dog will trot with a lot of lift and kick. While it may look like it is taking long strides, the 
feet are actually on the ground for only a short period during each step, which causes 
the dog to have to work much harder to move. Illustrations by Marcia Schlehr. 
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Mt. Hood DPC has a Holter Monitor that is available to MHDPC members only for member’s own dogs. 

 

What is a Holter Monitor? A Holter monitor is a mobile EKG machine that reports a continual EKG for 
24 hours. The Holter records its results on a tape which is sent off to a service (Alba Medical for $30.00) 
who converts the information to a report. The report can be emailed to you and printed out. Dr. Gary 
Wood is available to read that report for $50. It can be emailed or faxed to him or you can bring it to the 
health day clinic. 

The test is easy, painless and inexpensive. MHDPC is very lucky to have it available to us. 

Our own Licensed Veterinary Technician is available to hook up and remove the monitor and vest. 

Owner should plan to holter their dog when they are 
available to monitor the dog for a full 24 hours. 

Holter tape kit:  $5 

Holter report by Alba:  $30 

Dr. Wood to review report:  $50 

 

 

Recommendations: It is recommended that all Dober-
mans over the age of two have annual holter testing. 
Early detection of premature ventricular beats can ADD 
YEARS to the life of YOUR DOG. Finding this disease in 
its earliest forms is the key here. The dog’s birthday 
month works well by reminding the owner to do it each year. A  clear holter report one year does not re-
lease the owner from future testings. These reports can and do change. With Doberman heart disease 
we need to test annually. 

 

 

 

Contact Dawn Danner, @ sunsetdobe@aol.com, for holter availability   

 Results are confidential and provided to owner only. 
 

 

 

IMPROVING THE HEALTH OF OUR DOBERMANS BY PREVENTION AND EARLY DETECTION 

Rio, Dylan & Zena are shown sporting the 
MHDPC holters and vests! 
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The MHDPC Holter is available for rent to club members for $60.00 per 24 hr study.  
This includes a holter report emailed back to the owner. 
  
The MHDPC Holter is for use on Dobermans that are owned/co-owned by a MHPDC member 
and who live with said member during entire use of the unit. 
  
The MHDPC Holter is available by appointment on a first come first serve basis. 
  
Members are responsible for any/all damage to unit/vest during rental period.  This  includes 
the entire time it is checked out into your care.  Replacement cost for digital unit is $1500.00 
and the vest  is $130.00 
  
Holter vests are to be returned washed/de-haired and ready for use by the next member. Wash 
vest on delicate/cold water, line dry.       
  
Members are responsible for pickup and return of unit to the Holter Chairman.  The unit can 
change hands between club members for return of unit to Chairman, however, the renter re-
mains responsible for any damages.  
  
Units can only be checked out from the Chairman and can not change hands for use by multi-
ple members. 
  
The unit is to be used promptly and returned to the Chairman within 1 week of 
pickup/shipment 
  
Unit can be shipped to a member and back to Chairman as needed.  Renter pays all shipping 
charges and must insure unit for total replacement cost.   
  
Hook-ups are done at Aloha Animal Medical Center by appointment with the Chairman during 
non-scheduled work hours. Please contact the Chairman via email for hook-up.   Availability 
may be limited, scheduling in advance is recommended.   
  
The busiest time for Holter useage is two months prior to MHDPC's health days in JUNE and 
DECEMBER.  
  
Normal turn around time for Holter reports, from hook-up to report, is 2-4 days. 
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MHDPC MEMBERSHIP LIST 

2015 MHDPC OFFICERS & BOARD 
President  -  Dawn Danner   *   Vice-President  -  Joan Johnson 

Secretary  -  Donna Kemp   *   Treasurer  -  Ellen Hanley  
Vivienne Boogaard  *  Deneen Hayward   *  Paula Ratoza 

Nancy Thorson  *  Linda Zaeske 

Barnes, Brian & Bonnie - Associates 8013 SE Tow hee Ct. Milw aukie, OR 97267 503-970-5832 bbdobermans@gmail.com

Barton, Kieshia - Associate   19209 S. Aspen Meadow s Dr. Cheney, WA 99004 509-235-9094 show timek9@gmail.com

Barton, Morgan - Junior                     19209 S. Aspen Meadow s Dr. Cheney, WA 99004 509-235-9094 show timek9@gmail.com

Boogaard, Vivienne - Board 38525 SW Gnos Rd. Cornelius, OR 97113 503-992-2466 Vivienne00yahoo.com

Bruning, Annmarie E. 10214 SE Knight St. Portland, OR 97266 503-775-1687 Annmarie-Bruning@ hoffmancorp.com

Carney-Johnson, Lisa - Associate 17610 SE Sunnyside Rd. Damascus, OR 97089 503-658-5737 dobermomlj@aol.com

Condon, Kathie 13207 NE Fremont St. Portland, OR 97230 503-349-3974 CLGDobermans@gmail.com

Danner, Daw n - President 12805 SW Barberry Dr. Beaverton, OR 97005 503-626-6124 Sunsetdobe@aol.com

Dellorto, Mike - Associate 6716B California Ave. SW Seattle, WA 98136 206-932-3592 mikeyd.voodoo@att.net

Dunning, Jew ell “Terri” 6909 NE 252nd Way Battle Ground, WA 98604 360-723-5374 terridunning@alaska.net

Ferada, Ricardo & Julianne P.O. Box 58455 Renton, WA 98058-1455 425-226-4810 feradobes@gmail.com

French, Craig & Eleanor 16735 Butteville Road NE Woodburn, OR 97071 503-982-3513 dobierockets@Q.com

Fulkerson, C.T. & Sharon 85015 Appletree Dr. Eugene, OR 97405 541-484-7350 TimeMachineCTF@aol.com

Hanley, Bob & Ellen - Treasurer 33186 S. Needy Rd.-DPCA Rep Woodburn, OR 97071 503-266-4486 ellenpoppy@aol.com

Hastings, Pat 17195 SW Division Aloha, OR 97007 503-642-3585 pat@dogfolk.com

Hayw ard, Deneen - Board 20414 NE 185th Street Brush Prairie, WA 98606 503-781-0527 luvzdobermans@gmail.com

Hodges, Linda 38830 Hw y 58 Dexter, OR 97403 541-554-3310 llhodges46@gmail.com

Hoffner, Deb 8000 NE 96th Street Vancouver, WA 98662 360-513-9303 debbtvgirl@yahoo.com

Hopper, Elaine - Associate 16220 122nd Ave SE Renton, WA 98058 425-228-7070 starlaineK9@msn.com

Johnson, Joan - VP 21973 S. Larkspur Ave. Oregon City, OR 97045 503-632-4679 jj1dobe@earthlink.net   

Johnson, Lamar & Nancy  5790 SW Cranberry Ct. Beaverton, OR 97007 503-641-3891 lamarjohnson@comcast.net

Kemp, Donna - Secretary 1197 Glazemeadow  St. N. Keizer, OR 97303-7814 503-931-0452 justdonnas@comcast.net

Koren, Andrew  & Kathy 9308 NE 111th Avenue Vancouver, WA 98662 360-896-2175 akoren01@centurylink.net

Langlois, Karen 134 Daves View  Drive Kalama, WA 98625 503-707-5418 kdlang12@hotmail.com

Lyter, Scott & Susan - Associates 3610 Rogue River Hw y Grants Pass, OR 97527 541-472-0909 rogueriverdobermans@ccountry.com

Machuca, Martha 10760 NW Helvetia Road Hillsboro, OR 97124 503-970-4371 jubileefarm1@yahoo.com

McLennan, Corey, Charter Member 23624 Woodw ay Park Rd. Edmonds, WA 98020 206-542-4485 FlyingM@MSN.com                                         

Miller, Ken & Sue - Associates 3950 Edens Edge Dr. Lake Osw ego, OR 97034 503-638-9175 KDMill@aol.com

Petersen, Debbie P.O. Box 365 Dexter, OR 97431 541-228-4968 debpet13@gmail.com

Phillips, Jody - Associate 10514 E. Valleyw ay Spokane Valley, WA 99206 509-893-3554 jody.phillips@comcast.net

Phillips, Nancy E. - Associate P.O. Box 81101 Seattle, WA 206-763-6237 shereldog@aol.com

Police, Donna 14295 S. Firethorn Ct. Oregon City, OR 97045 503-957-2235 DP4K9@aol.com

Rapisardo, Claudia -  Associate 902 Fow ler Street Raymond, WA 98577 360-942-5075 rapisardo@msn.com

Rasmussen, Kathryn 14089 DSW Fanno Creek Tigard, OR 97224 360-601-7729 Smith.kathryne@gmail.com

Ratoza, Paula - Board 3544 NE 120th Ave. Portland, OR 97220 503-256-2540 feathersandfur2000@yahoo.com

Ratoza, Toni 3544 NE 120th Ave. Portland, OR 97220 503-256-2540 feathersandfur2000@yahoo.com

Ray, Ken  P.O. Box 464 Clackamas, OR 97015 503-698-5003 consultken@frontier.com

Ritchey, Teresa P.O. Box 1005 Mulino, OR 97042 503-829-4911 specialtcarriage@molalla.net

Russell, Ruth “Bug” - Associate 6837 SE Ramona St. Portland, OR 97206 503-289-8952 dobebug@juno.com

Shorr, Hal 30845 SW Lukas Rd. Hillsboro, OR 97123 503-628-3091 halshorr@comcast.net

Shorr, Naomi, Charter Member 30845 SW Lukas Rd. Hillsboro, OR 97123 503-628-3091 naomishorr@comcast.net

Sternberg, Debi  P.O. Box 464 Clackamas, OR 97015 503-698-5003 dobedebi@frontier.com

Strader, Ann T. 663 NE Jackson Street Hillsboro, OR 97124 503-747-6677 ats_aerie@yahoo.com

Taylor, Laura & Mick - Associates 50624 Hillcrest Drive Scappoose, OR 97056 503-987-1253 Taylor4905@comcast.net

Thorson, Nancy - Board P.O. Box 1180 Oregon City, OR 97045 503-631-4474 w indrose@ccgmail.net

Vetorino, Gail P.O. Box 80591 Portland, OR 97280 503-432-1521 gailv@teleport.com

Walz, James T. & Marilyn - Associates 16923 Greentree Ave. Lake Osw ego, OR 97034 503-636-3975 w alzacker@earthlink.net

Zaeske, Linda - Board 134 Daves View  Drive Kalama, WA 98625 503-313-3796 turbodobes@gmail.com



Linda Zaeske, 
MHDPC Newsletter Editor 
turbodobes@gmail.com 

Littermates Rio, Tex and Zeva 


